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I Came to Portugal by Plane ...

... but I Didn’t Use a Plane Multi-Lingual Technology on the Web

part of speech
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language identification
speech synthesis



Google Translate Constantly Grows ... How Is This Possible?

Collect ... Process ...



Apply ... The Amazing Utility of Parallel Corpora

The Amazing Utility of Parallel Corpora Paradigms in Machine Translation
Machine Translation
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The U.S. island of Guam is maintaining a high 
state of alert after the Guam airport and its offices 
both received an e-mail from someone calling 
himself the Saudi Arabian Osama bin Laden and 
threatening a biological/chemical attack against 
public places such as the airport. 
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Data-Driven MT

Data-Driven Machine Translation

Hmm, every time he sees 
“banco”, he either types 
“bank” or “bench”  but if 
he sees “banco de ”,
he always types “bank”, 
never “bench” 

Man, this is so boring.

Translated documents

Example Based MT

lazy learning

Statistical MT
e* = argmax P(e|c)
              e

eager learning

Issues:
• robustness
• coverage
• high cost

Features:
• robust
• cheap
• low quality (?)



Inside Google Translate

translation = decoding:   e* = argmax P(e|d)
                                                 e  

Phrase-Based SMT in a Nutshell

of course john has
    course john has fun
               john has fun with
                       .....
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146 Chapter 5. Phrase-Based Models

Figure 5.1: Phrase-based machine translation. The input is segmented into
phrases (not necessarily linguistically motivated), translated one-to-one into phrases
in English and possibly reordered.

by five phrase pairs. The English phrases have to be reordered, so that the
verb follows the subject.

The German word natuerlich best translates into of course. To cap-
ture this, we would like to have a translation table that maps not words
but phrases. A phrase translation table of English translations for the
German natuerlich may look like the following:

Translation Probability p(e|f)
of course 0.5
naturally 0.3
of course , 0.15
, of course , 0.05

It is important to point out that current phrase-based models are not
rooted in any deep linguistic notion of the concept phrase. One of the
phrases in Figure 5.1 is fun with the. This is an unusual grouping. Most
syntactic theories would segment the sentence into the noun phrase fun and
the prepositional phrase with the game.

However, learning the translation of spass am into fun with the is very
useful. German and English prepositions do not match very well. But the
context provides useful clues how they have to be translated. The German
am has many possible translations in English. Translating it as with the is
rather unusual (more common is on the or at the), but in the context of
following spass it is the dominant translation.

Let’s recap: We have illustrated two benefits of translations based on
phrases instead of words: For one, words may not be the best atomic units
for translation, due to frequent one-to-many mappings (and vice versa).
Secondly, translating word groups instead of single words helps to resolve
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Training:

Possibility: Induce transfer rules from aligned data

Learning Transfer-Based MT

1.1. Overview 15
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Figure 1.7: Statistical machine translation systems may also exploit syntactic
structure, such phrase structure or dependency structure (Chapter 11).

methods to access grammar rules are required.
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Summary:  Learning to Translate

Induce translation knowledge from data
• existing translations
• existing language resources

Learning Transfer Systems
• data-driven parsing (analysis)
• induced transfer rules and dictionaries
• language modeling for generation

Global Data-Driven MT
• example-based MT
• statistical MT (phrase-based, syntax-based)
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Part II - More Than Machine Translation?

The Amazing Utility of Parallel Corpora

The Amazing Utility of Parallel Corpora Lexical Ambiguities Across Languages



Honey/Darling:

• English:   To some land flowing with milk and honey! 
• German:  ln ein Land, in dem Milch und Honig fließen! 
• Swedish:  Till ett land fullt av mjölk och honung.

• English:   What are you waiting for, honey?         
• German:  Worauf wartest du, Schatz?                   
• Swedish:  Vad väntar du på, älskling?

“Back-translations” (uncover word senses & relations)

• Swedish: Le, älskling, le.
• English:  Smile, darling, smile.

Translations as “Semantic Mirrors”

Discover Word Senses from Word Aligned Data
• Work by Helge Dyvik et al:

Translations as “Semantic Mirrors”
11

Figure 2 The first and inverse t-images of tak.

The point worth noticing is that the images of roof and ceiling overlap in hvelving in
addition to tak, while the images of grip and hold overlap in grep in addition to tak.
By assumption v above, this indicates that roof and ceiling are semantically related
(they share more than one translation), and similarly grip and hold, while no overlap
(apart from tak) unites grip/hold and roof/ceiling. Grip/hold and roof/ceiling hence
seem to represent unrelated meanings, and the conclusion is that tak is contrastively
ambiguous between those meanings. Perhaps less convincingly the method also
separates out cover as representing a third meaning.

On this basis the first t-image of tak can be split into three ‘sense partitions’:

Figure 3 The sense partitions of tak's first t-image

Thus the main senses of lemmas are individuated, and each sense is associated with
its own t-image in the other language.
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Synonym Extraction & Paraphrasing

• Hypothesis of distributional similarity (Harris, 1954)
• “You shall know a word by the company it keeps.” (Firth, 1957)

• Use aligned translations as context!
• Find lexical items that share translations

Introduction WSD Synonyms Idiomatic Expressions Conclusions

Synonym Extraction & Paraphrasing

Hypothesis of distributional similarity (Harris, 1954)
! “You shall know a word by the company it keeps.” (Firth, 1957)

I Use aligned translations as context!
I Find lexical items that share translations.

Dutch: lente voorjaar jaar najaar ...
EN: spring 396 1753 0 0 ...
EN: early 34 28 0 0 ...
EN: year 0 64 67510 0 ...
EN: autumn 0 0 0 1296 ...
DE: Frühjahr 261 1447 5 0 ...
DE: Frühjahrstagung 0 140 0 0 ...
SV: vår 42 238 3 0 ...
... ... ... ... ... ...

! “lente” & “voorjaar” = synonyms (but not the others)
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What is this good for?

Lexical resources
• WordNets
• Ontologies

Query expansion in information retrieval

Paraphrasing for machine translation

Computer-Aided Language Learning (CALL)

Cross-linguistic studies



Conclusions:  Use Parallel Corpora! Some Resources (there is much more!)

Parallel corpora
• http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
• http://opus.lingfil.uu.se

Pre-processing and alignment tools
• http://traduccionymundolibre.com/wiki
• http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/letsmt-trac/

Search Interfaces
• http://www.linguee.com
• http://bab.la
• http://mymemory.translated.net

Questions?

What is next?

How to build parallel corpora

How to align sentences

How to align words


